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BEIT always takes customers as the center for development, 
the value of trust, the value of high quality products is 

always the direction for our future!



Dear valued customers!


First words. BEIT Technology Co., Ltd would like to send our sincere 
thanks to customers for the most respectful greetings along with health 
and happiness. Wishing our customers more and more success.


BEIT, along with a team of experienced developers, always consider 
accompanying customers to develop business ideas in the digital age, 
always wanting to make customers the focus of the company's 
development we.


BEIT always wants to become a reliable address for customers in the 
field of design, website development, Mobile APP, SEO top Google, and 
artificial intelligence (AI).


In the era of digital boom and integration, BEIT always wants to 
accompany customers to develop their products to become pioneers in 
all fields.

BEIT strives to expand by 2025 with hundreds of employees participating 
in domestic and foreign projects. To become a leading company in the 
fields of information technology, programming, graphic design, artificial 
intelligence. .


BEIT always aims at the customer-centered goal, providing customers 
with the best service and quality commensurate with the customer's value, 
maintaining the quality for a long time so that customers can rest assured 
to perform the customer development goals.


Developing experienced, young, energetic and enthusiastic human 
resources is the driving force for the further growth of BEIT, the trust from 
customers who have been collaborating with BEIT, from customers 
futures of BEIT. With that team, we will advise on technology, best 
customer service, and trend in the current period.


Implement comprehensive and trustful cooperation with domestic and 
foreign partners


Especially for the society, BEIT is always associated with social activities, 
supporting funds and volunteering activities. Especially complying with 
the law, taking business ethics as a guideline for development. Thereby, 
BEIT wants to contribute its small part to the development of the 
community and society for many years to come.

OPEN LETTER STRATEGIC VISION

With BEIT's own efforts and capacity, 
we have developed projects at home 
and abroad, bringing peace of mind 
to customers. With a modern 
development process to develop 
projects with dedication, honesty and 
maintaining quality in each product, 
service as well as in every detail of 
the product.


Sincerely thank you !
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Web Development, Mobile App, Advanced AI

BEIT with the development of hundreds of large and small 
projects in the field of E-Commerce at home and abroad using 
platforms: Shopify, Wooecommerce, Magento and other 
technologies


We focus only on a consistent progression for all of our clients 
from consultation, implementation to monitoring and 
evaluation. For the duration of the project, we provide full 
support with exceptional results.


At the same time, building introductory websites for 
companies, or different customers at home and abroad.

Ecommerce website 
development and introduction

Management software

We provide management software development services for 
corporate companies, public services


Management software is developed on the best platforms, with 
the process as the customer wants"
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Mobile App Development

Besides E-Commerce, we develop applications on Mobile 
APP platforms: IOS and Android


Maximize service so that customers can quickly expand 
their business and manage on Mobi platform

With the current technology platform, artificial intelligence 
has been developed in many industries and fields, so BEIT 
has had many projects related to artificial intelligence, 
creating motivation for the application development 
industry. this information technology

Artificial Intelligence AI
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Technology used



Meeting

Receiving ideas


Suggestions, choose ideas

Workflow

Contract

Sign the project contract


Make project drawings

Deployment

Design and feedback


Edit feedback
Submit project

Submit demo project


Get feedback

Handing over

Test records


Project handover
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Carnival

VNAD

alexhire

Xưởng in Bắc Việt

360tovisit

Camelot

  Splyza's team

WINAD

WINAD
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STRATEGY PRODUCTS
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WinAd advertising and order management software

Businesses are having a headache with hundreds of orders coming 
from many different sources such as dozens of Landingpages, dozens 
of different websites. Unable to manage order input from marketing and 
sales staff or simply manage on Excel, it is easy to lose data.



Meanwhile, it is not possible to manage the amount of money that 
employees have used on a daily basis to run ads. It is very difficult for 
company leaders to track the number of orders and corresponding to 
the amount of advertising spent, it is very difficult to come up with a 
new strategy to monitor daily, weekly, monthly and yearly



WINAD will be the optimal solution to these dilemmas, helping 
businesses operate efficiently



The only software in Vietnam



Thank you !			
Do you have any question?

beitechvietnam@gmail.com

nghiabeit@gmail.com

840938736633

84357402388

https://beitech.net


